
 The Chester Pollard Company,   (Research by Freddy Bailey)  

As I go thought all of my files on the Chester Pollard Company, it could be 

questionable if indeed they ever did go into production and produce their 

Baseball machine.  

On the following pages you will see and read about the various claims 

regarding the Baseball game first called “Let’s Play Ball” and then simply 

“BaseBall”.  

In August 1929 Chester Pollard announced the production of their 

Baseball game,  

In September 1929 Chester Pollard advertised their “Play Ball” game, 

offering various territories to operators. 

In the September issue of Automatic Age in another section, there is an 

article where Frank Pollard claims that their “Play Ball” game as been 

thoroughly tested “With gratifying results”   

In November 1929 Chester Pollard advertised their Baseball machine was 

in production, and orders were being taken. 

In December 1929 Chester Pollard advertised that their “Baseball” game 

was being delivered the week of January 6th, 1929. 

In January 1930 Chester Pollard claimed that their first producytion of 

500 games was being produced and orders were being taken subject to the 

“Trial” games. 

In February 1930 Chester Pollard announced that their “Play Ball” game 

was nearly ready and that Frank Pollard (President) would be in 

attendance at the Chicago Show, and every effort would be made to have 

their new baseball game there along with the other sports games produced 

by the company.  

In August 1930 Chester Pollard announced in the trade press, that 

“Baseball” The Masterpiece of Sport Machines has been accepted by New 

York’s leading hotels and is proving the greatest money-earner of any 

mechanical game ever installed in these important locations. 

In the February issue of The Coin Machine Journal of 1932, where they 

claim that Chester Pollard is developing an intricate Baseball machine 

which promises to be a sensation when it is ready for the market. 



                                       

                 A reprint from the August 1929 edition of Automatic Age. 



                       

                         A reprint from the Sept 1929 edition of Automatic Age 



                   

    A Reprint of an add from the September 1929 edition of Automatic Age.  



                  

           Reprint from an add in the November 1929 edition of Automatic Age. 



                     

                     Reprint of an add in Automatic Age December 1930 edition. 



                      

                  A Reprint of an advert from January 1930 of the Automatic Age. 



                                                    

                      Article in the February 1930 edition of Automatic Age 



          

           Reprint from the August 1930 edition of Automatic Age  



 

                 The February 1932 copy of The Coin Machine Journal. 



            

               A reprint of an add by Chester Pollard in April 1932. 



By reading the time line for the production of the Chester Pollard “Play 

Ball”-“Baseball” game and looking at the various adverts and articles 

shown in this file, it is quite clear to me that either Chester Pollard was 

trying to fool operators into buying their non-existant baseball game, or 

they had many problems and could not bring it to the market. 

It is my understanding that a Chester Pollard Baseball game as never been 

found, although Chester Pollard claimed in one of their adds that at least 

500 were produced  

This is only submised by the fact that the last add in the file from The Coin 

Machine Journal of February 1932, a full two years after Chester Pollard 

claimed the machine was ready,  announcing the machine was nearly 

ready, one can only draw their own conclusions. 

I think that the game refered to in the Coin Machine Journal of February 

1932 was indeed the table game known as Sportland. 

In April 1932 an add appeared from the Chester Pollard Company 

advertising a table game called Sportsland, that contained a baseball 

game, could this be the only type of Baseball game that Chester Pollard 

ever produced ?.  

Another thery could be that the Chester Pollard Company was looking 

further to the future and in the direction of rejuvenating the Penny 

Arcade, by way of their Sportsland project that used table games, one of 

which was a Baseball table game. 

It seems that back in 1931 Chester Pollard had quietly tested several of 

their Sportsland style arcades in and around the beaches of New York 

City,  featuring table games of various Sports such as Table Tennis, 

Hockey, Golf and Baseball, not unlike a pool style table. (See the attached 

lay-outs and articles covering these ventures in the press at the time)   

One must now change direction and try to understand the brilliant mind 

of Frank Pollard, he obviously realised that apart from his “Football” 

game that had been such an outstanding success, but his Golf Game had 

not been so popular, his mind thought could have been that perhaps his 

“Play Ball” game in the same cabinet as their Golf Game, could also not 

have any longivity in locations, in fact one distributor had realized this 

and created a game to replace the Charles Pollard Golf Game to a game 

called “Trickle Down”, a pinball style game.  



I have also heard that a book (Written by Susan Ford) is being written 

about the Pollard Family, and in that book (Not seen by me or confirmed) 

it is claimed that the Chester Pollard Company was approached by some 

mob people with machine guns, who wanted to take over a piece of their 

Sportsland business in New York, this caused them to sell their business 

and move to Washington  State and put their energy into developing the 

West Coast for this new and exciting style of operation.  

In 1939 it appears that the family moved to Seattle, and started Chester 

Brothers Research Engineering, they produced there non coin-op 

Sportsland table for the retail market, and launched it at the Eddioe 

Bauers Sports Shop on Second Ave, in Seattle, it sold for $67.50. 

 Shortly after this, Frank Chester who was the inventive brain, then 

branched out on his own, and after World War II, worked for the Hughes 

Aircraft Corporation Research and Development Labratories in Culver 

City, California. He retired in 1959 as Senior Associate Engineer in the 

Airborne Systems Labratories-Product Design Section.  

As Susan Ford said, “How about that? AND that’s only a small part of the 

Chester-Pollard history”.  (According to Susan Ford, daughter of the past 

President Ford) 

 

And so it seems that the mystery of the Chester Pollard coin operated 

“Play Ball” or “Baseball” machine in thery comes closer to being solved, 

and that Chester Pollard did build many baseball table games, but 

possibly  not those of the style of the Chester Pollard coin operated 

“Football” as it was first marketed under, or did the Chester Pollard 

Company in their wisdom, lay a smoke screen for other manufacturers to 

follow, while they got ready to rejuvenate the Penny Arcades into a 

modern day “Sportslands”. 

 

Read the attached articles and you be the judge. 

 

 

 



          

      A Reprint from an April 1932 article in Automatic Age. Page One 



                

  A Reprint from an April 1932 article in Automatic Age.   Page Two 

 



                     

                 A Reprint from an April 1932 Article in Automatic Age. Page Three 



                

            A Reprint from an April 1932 Article in Automatic Age. Page Four 



 

 Do the above pictures of the  Chester Pollard  “Sportsland” Baseball table 

look familiar, they should these were the Chester Pollard baseball tables 

that were in the New York City, “Sportslands” operated by the Chester 

Pollard Company. 



 

The lay-out above was a typical lay-out for a Chester Pollard “Sportsland” 

that used mostly interactive sports games, not unlike todays Family 

Entertainment Centers. And that was the genious of Frank Pollard and his 

brothers who started out as a Circus Act. The rest is coin machine history. 

 

 

I always love to get feedback on any article I write, so please feel free to 

comment. 

Freddy Bailey   (The Official British Coin Machine Historian) 


